Classifying

Write a category name for each group of words.
1. asparagus     bean     pepper _________________________
2. turtle     tortoise     lizard _________________________
3. valleys     plateaus     mountains _________________________
4. sequoia     redwood     pine _________________________
5. rockweed     sea lettuce     kelp _________________________
6. frog     toad     salamander _________________________
7. winter     summer     fall _________________________
8. falcon    eagle     buzzard _________________________
9. sponge     jellyfish     crab _________________________
10. sage     thyme     rosemary _________________________

Read each group of words then write the word that does not belong on the line.
1. brother     grandmother     father     uncle _________________________
2. onion     garlic     carrot     spinach _________________________
3. Velociraptor    Diplodocus    Tyrannosaurus Megalosaurus _________________________
4. boxer     beagle     Siamese     terrier _________________________
5. building     house     skyscraper     cottage _________________________
6. gold     copper     bronze     lead _________________________
7. viola     violin     cello     oboe _________________________
8. bee     spider     beetle     locust _________________________
9. river     stream     pond     ocean _________________________
10. moon     Mars     Earth     Jupiter _________________________
Classifying

Write a category name for each group of words.
1. asparagus  bean  potato  **vegetables**
2. turtle  tortoise  lizard  **reptiles**
3. valleys  plateaus  mountains  **landforms**
4. sequoia  redwood  pine  **conifer trees**
5. rockweed  sea lettuce  kelp  **algae**
6. frog  toad  salamander  **amphibians**
7. winter  summer  fall  **seasons**
8. falcon  eagle  buzzard  **birds of prey**
9. sponge  jellyfish  crab  **invertebrates**
10. sage  thyme  rosemary  **herbs**

Read each group of words and write the word that does not belong on the line.
1. brother  grandmother  father  uncle  **grandmother** (not a male family member)
2. onion  garlic  carrot  spinach  **spinach** (not an edible root)
3. Velociraptor  Diplodocus  Tyrannosaurus  Megalosaurus  **Diplodocus** (an herbivore, others are carnivores)
4. boxer  beagle  Siamese  terrier  **Siamese** (cat, others are dogs)
5. building  house  skyscraper  cottage  **building** (others are types of buildings)
6. gold  copper  bronze  lead  **bronze** (an alloy, others are elements)
7. viola  violin  cello  oboe  **oboe** (others are string instruments)
8. bee  spider  beetle  locust  **spider** (not an insect)
9. river  stream  pond  ocean  **ocean** (saltwater not fresh)
10. moon  Mars  Earth  Jupiter  **moon** (others are individual planets)
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